“Many students disconnect
mathematics from common
sense. Transition to Algebra
uses explorations, problems,
and puzzles to build the logic of
algebra to help students make
sense of what they are learning.”
—June Mark, E. Paul Goldenberg, Mary
Fries, Jane M. Kang, and Tracy Cordner,
authors of the research-based
Transition to Algebra series

Transition to Algebra’s
12 units include teaching
guides, in-depth lessons,
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A New Research-Based Approach for Teaching Algebra
Help Students Build Essential Conceptual Understanding and Prepare for Success

Think about your algebra students.
How many are highly successful?
How many…
…struggle to pass and will require remediation?
…pass but won’t move on to more advanced math?
…pass but will continue to struggle with advanced math?
Numerous studies establish that as many as 40% of
students need to retake algebra to achieve proficiency.
Simply reteaching the same content the same way
is not effective, but Transition to Algebra is.

Research shows that success in algebra:
• opens doors to more advanced mathematics
• is a predictor of eventual graduation
• acts as a gateway to a bachelor’s degree
• is linked to job readiness and higher earning once the
student enters the workforce.
Designed by EDC (Education Development Center, Inc.), an
international non-profit research and development organization
with extensive mathematics curriculum experience, and funded
by a grant from the National Science Foundation, Transition to
Algebra (TTA) uses algebraic logic puzzles and explorations to
help students shift their ways of thinking from the concrete
procedures of arithmetic to the abstract reasoning that success
with algebra requires.

“Transition to Algebra is really unique in its ability to get students
thinking and talking about algebra in meaningful ways.”
—Laura Dolbow, Math Teacher, Nashville, TN

Transition to Algebra is designed to build students’ algebraic
habits of mind—useful, analytic, quantitative, and logical ways
of looking at the world and thinking mathematically.
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• support each unit of study
• begin with a brief but
comprehensive unit overview
• offer pointers for guiding
productive mathematical
discussion including
prompts and tips
• support TTA lessons,
explorations, practice
problems, and related
activities pages 8–21

• support each unit of study
• offer teachers easy access
to worktext solutions
pages 19, 21

Series Overview
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behind TTA
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Transition to Algebra instruction is organized around 12
curriculum units, providing support in areas where students
need the most help.
Fostering Algebraic Habits of Mind see pages 2–3
Unit Overviews and Contents see pages 4–7
Correlation Between Algebra Topics and
TTA’s Curriculum Units see page 7
Inside the Teaching Guides pages 8–21
Inside the Student Worktexts pages 24–29
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Digital Resources for
Teaching and Learning
• offers lesson pages and
answer keys for whole-class
viewing
• provides teaching tools such
as templates, activities, and
cutouts page 23

Student Worktexts
• support each unit of study
• include explorations, optional
hands-on activities and
games, and plenty of tiered
practice materials
• connect to and extend
a range of algebra
course topics
• provide 80 combined
lessons and 20 algebraic
explorations pages 24–29

Fostering Algebraic Habits of Mind

1

Puzzling and Persevering
Students often see mathematics as a collection of rules to
know and follow. Genuine problems—in school and out—
are not so cut-and-dried. Standardized tests also give problems that require students to think beyond the rules. Even
ordinary word problems require students to figure out where
to start and what to do next. There is no “formula” for how
to do that, which is one reason students find word problems
diﬃcult. Puzzles place that particular skill—figuring out
where to start—front and center. The puzzles in Transition
to Algebra have been chosen strategically to support mathematical ways of thinking essential in algebra. (aligned with

“ Transition to Algebra’s ease of use flows from its
makes-sense approach. It is very well developed,
coherent, and clearly presented so that teachers and
students alike can see the logical progression of content.”
—Linda Ferreira, Math Coordinator, Attleboro, MA

3

}

Using Tools Strategically
Appropriate use of tools requires some reasoning about and
picturing results before they are fully derived. In arithmetic and
algebra, that means reasoning about calculations and operations and predicting how part or all of a calculation would go
18 steps
53 steps
SMP#1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them)
without carrying it out fully. For example, if students understand -18 – 53 as asking about the distance between -18
–18 0
53 can
and 53, and picture the two
numbers on the number line, they
“I am continually amazed at the understanding my kids
“set up” that calculasteps that two distances (t
have after using Transition to Algebra. The series
helps
The
number line image, mentally18orsteps
on paper,53shows
tion mentally without
build perseverance and has students investigate added.
many The sign of the result is negative, as students would expect when s
needing special rules.
diﬀerent ways to think about problems.”
number (53)Thfrom
a smaller one (-18). The calculation -1853
– -53 shows a d
e number line –18 0
—Jennifer Outzs, Math Teacher, Seminole, FL
image, mentally or
?? steps
18 steps
The number line image, mentally or on paper, shows that two distances (t
on paper, shows that
added. The sign of the result is negative, as students would expect when s
two distances (to
–53
-18 –0 -53 shows a
2 Seeking and Using Structure
number (53)zero)
from
a smaller one (-18).
The calculation–18
are being added.
Students in beginning algebra are often taught to solve
And the sign of the result is negative, as??students
expect
steps would
18 steps
equations like 2(x + 3) + 4 = 24 by going through a particwhen subtracting a larger number (53) from a smaller one (-18).
ular set of steps written in a particular way. On successive
The calculation -18 – -53 shows
a diﬀerent picture. (Aligned
–53
–18 with
0
lines, they write the original equation, -4 below each side, a
SMP#5: Use appropriate tools strategically)
new equation, ÷2 below each side, a new equation, and so on.
That method works for all first-year algebra cases and helps
students “see the steps.” But it doesn’t encourage students
“I’ve seen my lowest students become more comfortable
to see the overall structure. Both are necessary. Transition
taking risks because this curriculum brings out their
to Algebra helps students see the structure and the logic of
strengths of being visual and creative. Once students
algebra; it often also makes calculation much easier. (Aligned
realize this is not the standard step-focused and
structure
with SMP#7: Look for and make use of structure)
memorization-requiring curriculum, they really thrive.”
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}

}
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Transition to Algebra is designed to build students’ algebraic habits of mind, key mathematical ways of thinking that bring
focus and coherence to students’ work with mathematics. The algebraic habits of mind central to TTA reflect the Standards
for Mathematical Practice (SMP).

—Olivia Allpress, Math Teacher, Avondale, AZ

For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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“One important purpose for learning mathematics is to develop useful, analytic, quantitative, logical
ways of looking at the world and thinking about things. When mathematical ways of thinking begin
to become automatic—not just ways one can use, but ways one is likely to use—it is reasonable
to call them habits: mathematical habits of mind. Every lesson, activity, and teaching strategy
in Transition to Algebra is designed to thoughtfully grow students' algebraic habits of mind.”

4 Describing Repeated Reasoning
This is the habit of looking for a pattern, exploring its mathematics,
and developing a generic way (often an algebraic expression or
equation) to describe it. The practice of seeking and articulating
regularity is a cornerstone of algebraic thinking. Many students
who can solve the algebraic equation that represents a problem
can’t generate that equation. Transition to Algebra teaches students
how they can generate an equation by guessing a possible solution,
checking that guess, and then repeating that process for a diﬀerent
arbitrary guess. The goal is not for students to find an answer by
guesswork, trial and error, or approximation and adjustment. The
goal is for them to notice the regularity in the operations they
use to check their guesses. Then students generalize the process
by “calculating" the result for any value x, generating the equation
they need to solve. (Aligned with SMP#8: Look for and express
repeated reasoning)

“Transition to Algebra oﬀers the same concepts as
a pre-algebra or Algebra 1 program, but with a very
diﬀerent approach—very visual and kinesthetic. So
for kids who fall through the gaps, they get another
way of looking at the concepts.”
—Cynthia L. Rossini, STEM & Math Teacher,
Milton, MA

“With Transition to Algebra I see a deeper understanding
when I hear how the students talk about algebra; they
talk more fluently about the math. The more advanced
students are clearly forming more creative ways to solve
problems. Transition to Algebra encourages diﬀerent
problem solving ‘angles’ of strategy, and the way students
discuss their problem-solving approaches is great.”
—Lara Lustig, Math & Science Teacher, Asheville, NC

5 Communicating with Precision
As students develop mathematical language, they learn to
use algebraic notation to express what they already know and
to translate words, symbols, and diagrams. Clear communication also requires the refinement of academic language as
students explain their reasoning and solutions. Along with
some new specifically mathematical vocabulary, this includes
the use of:
• quantifiers (all, some, always, sometimes, never,
any, for each, only, etc.)
• combination and negation (not, or, and)
• conditionals (if…then…, whenever, if not, etc.)
(Aligned with SMP#3: Construct viable
arguments and critique the reasoning of others
and SMP#6: Attend to precision)

Unit Overviews and Contents
4

The Transition to Algebra program consists of 12 curriculum units, 80 lessons, and 22 algebraic explorations, that develop algebraic
concepts and skills systematically through varied approaches and appropriate practice. Concept development and skills practice are interwoven, so that students continue to use and develop what they have learned.

Unit

1

Language
of Algebra

Unit 1: Language of Algebra presents algebra as a language for expressing patterns and
relationships. Students build intuition and develop algebraic language through “number tricks” as they
move from pictures, to words, and finally to algebraic notation in order to track the transformations
of an unknown starting number. Students also use mobile puzzles to learn about
• 5 lessons
• 1 exploration
equivalence and to visualize the common sense behind algebraic solving steps.
Algebra topics: variables, expressions, equality, commutative property, solving equations

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit

2

Geography
of the
Number Line

Note from the classroom: Unit 1 helps students embark on their algebra learning journey in a concrete
fashion, and helps them build up toward the abstract.

Unit 2: Geography of the Number Line presents the number line as a tool for
reasoning about integers and the relationships between integers, including order and distance. The
number line is also used as a tool for making sense of the operations of addition
• 6 lessons
• 2 explorations
and subtraction, first with numbers and then generalized to variables.
Algebra topics: addition, subtraction, integers, distance, variables, inequalities

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Note from the classroom: The detailed use and explanation of the number line in this unit helps students
build a deeper and more durable understanding of number.

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit

3

Micro-Geography
of the
Number Line

Unit 3: Micro-Geography of the Number Line extends the thinking students have
used in making sense of integers to decimals and fractions. Students zoom in on the number line and
repeatedly experience that decimals and fractions continue to follow the same structures and logic as
integers and that being able to locate a particular decimal or fraction on a number
• 7 lessons
• 2 explorations
line is an important step in working with these numbers.
Algebra topics: addition, subtraction, integers, rational numbers, decimals, fractions, distance

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit

4

Area and
Multiplication

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

B)

Unit 4: Area and Multiplication builds a commonsense foundation for multiplying
algebraic expressions by examining multiplication in the context of area. Students use area models
to multiply integers and numerical expressions and then extend their understanding to multiplying
algebraic expressions and identifying equivalent expressions. Students will revisit
• 8 lessons
• 2 explorations
area models extensively in Unit 10: Area Model Factoring.
Algebra topics: commutative/associative/distributive properties, multiplying expressions,
equivalent expressions, variables, solving equations, polynomials

“A curriculum organized around habits of mind closes the gap between what the users
and makers of mathematics do and what they say. Such a curriculum lets students in on
the process of creating, inventing, conjecturing, and experimenting; it lets them experience
what goes on behind the study door before new results are polished and presented. It is a
curriculum that encourages false starts, calculations, experiments, and special cases.… It
helps students look for logical and heuristic connections between new ideas and old ones.
A habits of mind curriculum is devoted to giving students a genuine research experience.”

Unit

5

Logic of
Algebra

Unit 5: Logic of Algebra builds facility with manipulating expressions and equations thoughtfully,
logically, and accurately. Students formalize the commonsense logic they developed earlier to make
sense of the rules for solving equations and systems of equations by performing only
• 8 lessons
• 2 explorations
operations that preserve balance and substituting equivalent values as needed.
Algebra topics: variables, solving equations, order of operations, systems of equations,
multistep equations

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit

6

Geography of
the Coordinate
Plane

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit

7

Thinking
Things Through
Thoroughly

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.
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Unit

8

Logic of
Fractions

Note from the classroom: Unit 5 oﬀers a variety of unique and compelling opportunities for students to
successfully transition from concrete to abstract representations.

Unit 6: Geography of the Coordinate Plane builds facility with the coordinate plane,
graphs, and equation graphing. Students explore coordinated data and transformations before
moving on to graphing the solution points of equations. As students test points to see whether
they are on the graph of an equation (and hence are solutions of the equation), they come to
understand graphs as a collection of solution points (which supports future work
• 7 lessons
• 2 explorations
with slope and distance).
Algebra topics: coordinate plane, functions, graphing, tables of data, linear equations,
graphing relationships

Unit 7: Thinking Things Through Thoroughly is designed to stimulate mathematical
thinking and to offer more practice solving problems, skills that take time and experience to
develop. Unit 7 invites students to consider what they can determine from a context and what
possibilities there are before focusing on the answer requested. Students use tables and diagrams
to organize information and learn to repeat and generalize calculations to produce
• 6 lessons
• 2 explorations
algebraic equations.
Algebra topic: word problems
Note from the classroom: Throughout the series, puzzles and explorations foster problem-solving skills. Unit
7 specifically develops student strategies to attack word problems.

Unit 8: Logic of Fractions builds on tools and strategies developed in earlier units, focusing
on rational numbers and rational expressions. Number lines and area models help students make
sense of additive and multiplicative operations with fractions, while mobile puzzles build intuition
about proportional reasoning. In the last lesson, students see how graphs can be
• 8 lessons
• 2 explorations
used to depict proportional relationships.
Algebra topics: decimals, fractions, multiplication of polynomials, squaring

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Note from the classroom: Fractions are commonly recognized as one of the critical stumbling blocks
for students in transitioning from general math to algebra. Unit 8 specifically addresses and develops
mastery in these skills and concepts.

5

Unit Overviews
and Contents
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Unit

9

Points,
Slopes, and
Lines

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit

10

Area Model
Factoring

Unit 9: Points, Slopes, and Lines builds on the ideas from Unit 6. Students think about
two relationships between any two points: distance and slope. They find the length of the straightline path between points, use the ratio of vertical to horizontal distance to quantify the slope of that
straight-line path, and use that slope to determine collinearity, test whether points are on a line,
generate new points along a line, and create an equation to describe the location
• 7 lessons
• 2 explorations
of all points on a line.
Algebra topics: slope, graphing, linear equations, patterns, graphing relationships, coordinate
plane, Pythagorean theorem

Unit 10: Area Model Factoring presents factoring as one kind of “un-multiplying.”
Students first divide with area models, working with a given area and one dimension of the
rectangle to find the other length. Students connect the models to multiplication and division
equations and explore area model puzzles, thinking flexibly with the model in preparation for
factoring. The factoring problems in this unit focus primarily on expressing
• 6 lessons
• 2 explorations
trinomial products as two binomial factors.
Algebra topics: multiplication/division of polynomials, factoring, solving equations

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.
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Unit

11

Exponents

Note from the classroom: Unit 10 oﬀers a great example of how students learn to look for patterns and
structures and to use those structures to make sense of the mathematics rather than looking for arbitrary rules.

Unit 11: Exponents helps students make sense of exponential growth and leads students
through extending the ideas of positive exponents to negative and fractional exponents. Students
1
see why, to keep notation consistent, it must be true that a1 = a, a0 = 1, and a-1 = —a . Students
practice using exponents in area models and in rational expressions and conclude
• 7 lessons
• 2 explorations
the unit by examining rational exponents.
Algebra topics: exponents, squaring, negative/fractional exponents, square roots

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit

12

Algebraic
Habits
of Mind

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit 12: Algebraic Habits of Mind reviews, consolidates, and extends several of the
overarching themes of the year: building equations and expressions; distance and area modeling;
and solving problems with logic, persistence, and strategy. Students review the use of variables and
expressions, the use of the number line and area models, finding distance and
• 5 lessons
• 2 explorations
slope, and the idea of solving and what a solution looks like in various contexts.
Algebra topics: review and consolidation of topics and problem-solving strategies
from previous units

For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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Correlation
Between
Algebra Topics
and TTA’s
Curriculum
Units

This chart summarizes some
key pre-algebra and Algebra
1 topics and the units that
most closely relate to those
topics. The structure of the
TTA units means that for
any of the topics on the
left, many units more than
the ones listed on the right
could be added because
they address prerequisite
skills and the habits of mind
students need to succeed
in algebra, and later units
maintain and rehearse ideas
from earlier ones.

Pre-Algebra and
Algebra 1 topics

Transition to Algebra units
with major emphasis on topic

Rational Numbers and Operations

Unit 3: Micro-Geography of the Number Line
Unit 8: Logic of Fractions
Mental Mathematics

Distributive Property

Unit 4: Area and Multiplication
Unit 10: Area Model Factoring
Mental Mathematics

Linear Equations

Unit 1: Language of Algebra
Unit 5: Logic of Algebra
Unit 9: Points, Slopes, and Lines

Inequalities

Unit 2: Geography of the Number Line
Unit 3: Micro-Geography of the Number Line

Ratio and Proportional Relationships

Unit 8: Logic of Fractions

Functions

Unit 1: Language of Algebra
Unit 6: Geography of the Coordinate Plane
Mental Mathematics

Systems of Equations

Unit 5: Logic of Algebra

Graphing

Unit 6: Geography of the Coordinate Plane
Unit 9: Points, Slopes, and Lines

Exponents

Unit 11: Exponents

Factoring Polynomials

Unit 10: Area Model Factoring

Quadratics

Unit 4: Area and Multiplication
Unit 10: Area Model Factoring

Word Problems and
Mathematical Language

Unit 5: Logic of Algebra
Unit 7: Thinking Things Through Thoroughly
Unit 8: Logic of Fractions

Inside the Teaching Guides
8

The 12 teaching guides support daily instruction with a clear, coherent, predictable structure that helps you internalize the
teaching framework. In addition to highlighting the key mathematical ideas developed across the unit, each guide includes
strategies for fostering student problem solving, and suggestions for supporting classroom discussion, as well as teacher
tips for addressing common problems and “what if” scenarios.

Unit Introduction
Unit

This reduced facsimile
cover visually aligns the
student worktext with its
corresponding teaching guide.

1

Language
of Algebra

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Unit introductions explain
how the forthcoming puzzles
and problems support the
unit’s learning goals.

Learning Goals
By the end of Unit 1, students
should be able to:
• Use notation to track the
transformations of an unknown
number.
• Translate among verbal, pictorial, and
symbolic notations.
• Think logically about equivalence.
• Work from known information to
determine missing or unknown
information.
• Communicate mathematical
relationships and patterns through
verbal, pictorial, and algebraic notation.

UNIT

1

Language
of Algebra

I

n this unit, students come to understand the power of notation. Students begin
this journey by using an intuitive iconic notation to understand how a number trick
works—by tracking the transformations of an unknown starting number—and
to make up their own tricks. Then, they replace the pictures with the words they

themselves used to indicate what icons to draw. When they replace the written words
with the most natural way to abbreviate them, they use standard algebraic notation.
The message is that notation helps us understand and algebra makes notation
easier.
Students also apply their intuitive sense of how to maintain the balance of a mobile
(adding or removing the same amount from each side, substituting weights that are
known to be equal, and so on) as they solve problems about unknown weights. They
then make direct parallels between the actions they use to solve mobile puzzles and
the algebraic steps they can use to solve equations and systems of equations. Thus,
solving equations is not a matter of following arbitrary rules but uses exactly the same
logic that students naturally use in solving these mobile puzzles.

Think of a Number Tricks
In exploring number tricks, such
as the one shown here, students
encounter many of the big ideas
of introductory algebra. They
express specific numbers with
generic notation (the buckets)
to see how the trick works for
any number, and in describing

Learning goals list the
content to be covered and
the mathematical thinking
students should exhibit by
the end of the unit.

T4

Transition to Algebra Unit 1: Language of Algebra • TEACHING GUIDE

Instructions

Think of a number.
Add 3.

Pictures

Abbreviation

b
b+3

Multiply by 2.

2b + 6

Subtract 4.

2b + 2

Divide by 2.

b+1

Subtract original
number.

1

For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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the pictures accompanying multiplication or division, they demonstrate the
natural logic of the distributive property that they will later encode and learn
to apply formally.
Imagine playing the following trick with your students, pausing after each
step to allow for mental calculation:
• Think of a number.
• Now add 3.
• Double what you got.
• Subtract 4 from that.
• Divide your result by 2.
• And subtract the number you first thought of.
• Your result is 1!
How could you know the result is 1?! You know there is a mathematical
reason this trick works, and you may have even used some notation to figure
it out. In this unit, students will use tables with various notations to help them
understand this number trick and will even learn to make up their own.
Students will also use Think of a Number trick notation as they try to
determine a partner’s starting number after operations have been performed on
it (e.g. multiply by two, then add three). While students initially use pictures of
buckets to track and undo the steps, they soon use other pictures as variables and
“create” algebraic notation as a natural way to abbreviate these pictures. They then
translate among the various notations while practicing arithmetic computation and
learn to see the connections between simple equations and steps in the Think of a
Number tricks.
If Ben got 13 when the picture was
what was his original number (

If

)?

=

, then

=

,

4

.

Translate the following equation into algebra. Let

–8=

= s.

+6

2s –

8

=

s+6

Mobile Puzzles
Mobile puzzles typically present multiple balanced collections of objects whose
weights must be determined by the puzzler. The image (example below) helps
students build the logic of balancing equations, an intuitive understanding
of substitution, and commonsense strategies that become the foundation for
the standard algebraic “moves” involved in solving equations and systems of
equations. These mobiles are essentially pictorial representations of systems of
several simultaneous equations in two or more variables.

Algebraic
Habits of
Mind

Describing
Repeated
Reasoning
Students learn to use expressions with
variables (pictorial and algebraic) to
describe patterns in computation. They
experience a pattern with a variety of
numerical cases, see how the pattern
can be expressed in a general way, and
learn how to use and interpret algebraic
notation that describes the pattern.
Communicating with Precision
Algebra is a language for reasoning
about and communicating
mathematical ideas. As students learn
the symbolic language of algebra,
they also build spoken language for
mathematical discussion, justifying
their answers for solving mobiles and
explaining their steps in the number
tricks. Dialogue and exploration
promote a culture of mathematical
collaboration from the beginning of the
school year.
Puzzling and Persevering
Puzzles can help students gain
confidence in problem solving. They
must consider the most effective place
to start and the most useful next
steps, and there is often more than
one solution pathway.
Seeking and Using Structure
In mobile puzzles and number tricks,
students represent quantities with
shapes, words, and traditional
algebraic language. They begin to
sense the structure of mathematical
statements and relationships as well
as the logic of manipulations by seeing
connections between the mobiles and
equations and in the changes that take
place in pictures and expressions over
the course of a number trick.

These pages
support the student
worktext on pages
24–29.

T5

These boxes highlight one or
more of the algebraic habits
of mind, offering insight into
the design of the program and
sharing ideas for encouraging
these mathematical ways of
thinking.
In addition to practical
day-by-day support, the
teaching guides also support
your understanding of the
mathematics and pedagogy.

“The unit introduction
provided the best
description of
mathematical context I’ve
ever seen. It really helped
me understand what I
was teaching, and how it
connected to the students
and their real world.”
—Patrick Morasse, Math Teacher,
Lowell, MA

Mobile puzzles are one of
the seven different types of
puzzles used throughout the
curricular units.

Professional Support:
Inside the
Teaching Guides
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For example, using c for circle, s for star, and d for diamond, here are some
of the equations suggested by this mobile:
• 4d = 24 (because half the weight of the

Mental mathematics is an
important ritual in Transition
to Algebra classrooms. These
activities help students to gain
confidence as they master
important algebraic ideas
along with numerical skills.
Carefully sequenced, there
are sufficient activities for use
every day, including review
and assessment days.

48

mobile is on the left side)
• 3c = 4s
• 3c + 4s = 24
• 3c = 12 (because half of the weight of
the right two strings is 12)

Mental Mathematics
This unit’s mental mathematics focuses on doubling and halving. A major
purpose is to build, from intuitive use, a strong “gut sense” of the distributive
property, which students also encounter as they manipulate sets of icons in
their number tricks. This property will be generalized and expressed formally in
later units. The doubling and halving in this first unit offers arithmetic that is
especially tractable and useful, and students will use it constantly with the mobile
puzzles.
Lesson 1 begins with a Think of a Number trick instead of Mental
Mathematics, but after the first day, start each day’s session (whether or not
you are starting a new lesson) with five minutes of mental mathematics.

Exploration
In the Color Towers Exploration,
students explore a combinatorics
problem with a focus on being systematic

“The level of engagement
is very high and the
mobiles really hooked the
students.…As a warm-up
I use the Mental Math.
It’s a surprise, it sneaks
up on the kids as more
meaningful than the
kids realize.”

in their approach and communicating
their process of counting by organizing
possibilities. The Exploration may be
used at any time in the unit, but it would work best between Lessons 4 and 5.
Making up puzzles and problems
is an essential part of Transition
to Algebra because it allows
students to manipulate equations
in personally meaningful ways
while simultaneously exploring and
reinforcing the language of algebra
(and mathematics in general).

Related Activity
Because the logic of mobile puzzles mirrors the logic of equations, deeper
work with these puzzles supports deeper understanding of the logic of solving
equations. Allowing students to create their own mobile puzzles offers a
different perspective on what it means for a mobile to balance and how changes
to a mobile affect the balance.

Assessments
The Snapshot Check-in may be used after either Lesson 3 or Lesson 4. Use the
Unit Assessment after completing all of the lessons, working through some
of the Unit Additional Practice problems, and using the Student Reflection
Questions on page T19.

—Gail DeBusk, Math Teacher,
Kingston Springs, TN

T6
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Every Transition to Algebra lesson begins with a brief (3– to
5–minutes), lively, and highly focused mental mathematics
activity. Drawing attention to algebraic patterns while supporting
students’ arithmetic fluency, these activities are typically verbal
exercises with the whole class, though sometimes they take
other formats such as chorusing one row of students at a time.

For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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Mental Mathematics • Activity 3

Mental
Mathematics

860
430

Halving 2- and 3-digit numbers
PURPOSE
Students increase their ability to hold multiple numbers in mind at once.
This activity builds on their skill with halving (and the distributive property)
and extends to 3-digit numbers (e.g. half of 642 is the sum of the halves of
600, 40, and 2).

Introduce:
“Again, we’re halving: finding half of a number. For example, if I say 600,
you’d say 300. Ready?”
About this sequence:
Even numbers between 10 and 20 are “new” facts. Halving them, with or
without an even hundreds digit, is introduced in Step 1. Step 1 requires just
two calculations (e.g. to halve 614, students must find half of both 600 and 14,
and say these results). Step 2 requires students to juggle three values for halving
(e.g. for 824, students must halve 800, 20, and 4).

Step 1: Include even numbers
less than 20. Then use these same
numbers with an even hundreds
place.

Step 2: Include 3-digit numbers
in which each digit is even.
200

100

800

400

12

6

20

10

202

101

824

412

16

8

16

8

444

222

844

422

14

7

14

7

860

430

800

400

16

8

214

107

864

432

400

200

400

200

18

9

440

220

406

203

416

208

218

109

442

221

426

213

14

7

418

209

642

321

616

308

600

300

818

409

826

413

608

304

614

307

812

406

828

414

688

344

• In this sequence, numbers
between 10 and 20 are treated
the way single digit numbers
are, as a single unit. Halving
14 uses a different mental
process than halving 222. With
14, students could halve the
10 and then the 4 and add
the results — a skill that will
be developed later — but more
typically, they think of “half of
14” as a fact to know.

The purpose statement
provides the rationale
for the particular mental
mathematics activity.

Introduce offers language
for initiating the activity.

• If students struggle in Step
2, stay with multiples of 100
for a while, then start with
numbers that only require two
calculations. Such a sequence
might look like: 200, 206, 600,
604, 800, 840 . . .

About this sequence is a
short explanation for how
(and why) the activities are
structured or instructions for
making appropriate prompts
or scaffolding.

• Inputs are never random.
Choose numbers to keep
arithmetic simple enough not
to distract from the goal of
developing a “gut feel” for
an algebraic property (here,
distributive) and greater
“executive function” skills
(greater working memory and
ability to manage multi-step
tasks mentally).

Step 1 gives students a feel
for the function they are to
perform with simple examples
and appropriate scaffolding.

Mental Mathematics • Activity 3

T35

Step 2 increases the
challenge level and pushes
the outer boundaries of what
students are capable of
handling mentally.

Tips include useful pointers
for running a successful
mental mathematics activity
or provide other support.

When you first implement this instructional framework, you will learn how the
Professional Support:
Inside the

algebraic habits of mind develop over time and show up repeatedly throughout
the lessons and units. As you experience and internalize the curriculum, you will
find ways to adapt the materials to best suit your needs.

Teaching Guides
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Lesson Support
Lesson at a glance offers
a brief overview of the
lesson, including a list of the
materials needed and pacing
suggestions.

The context-setting purpose
statement explains the
lesson’s mathematical
principles and how the
lesson addresses the
unit’s learning goals.
Each lesson begins with
mathematics. See
mental mathematics
the sample on page 11 of
this brochure.

The lesson launch sets the
tone for the class through a
teacher-led demonstration or
student collaboration.

Algebraic habits of
mind boxes address
how these mathematical
ways of thinking relate to
lessons and share ideas for
encouraging these habits.

Lesson at a Glance
Preparation: Photocopy the Snapshot Check-in
on page T26.
Mental Mathematics (5 min)

Lesson 3:
Balancing Mobile Puzzles

Launch: Thinking Out Loud and Discussion
(15 min)

PURPOSE

Student Problem Solving and Discussion
(15 min) Students explore mobile puzzles in
the Student Worktext and discuss the mobile
puzzle solving process.

Lesson 3 introduces mobile puzzles as a fun and intuitive context for
reasoning about solving equations using equivalence, subtraction,
division, and substitution. In later lessons and in Unit 5: Logic of Algebra,

Reflection and Assessment
Snapshot Check-in (10 min)

students will explore the solving process in more detail and make direct
connections between the logic of keeping mobiles balanced and the steps

Unit 1 Related Activity: Making Mobiles
(See page T23 and Student Worktext page 25.)

used in solving an algebraic equation.

Mental Mathematics Begin each day with five minutes of Mental

Mathematics (pages T32–T40). The halving and doubling students do in these
activities will help them as they work up and down the mobiles.

Ensure that students follow the
italic stage directions; these
are important to making the
mathematics visible. In addition
to the “actors,” you may find
it helpful to have an “artist”—
perhaps someone who doesn’t
want to talk—to draw the pictures
as the actors are reading.

Launch: Thinking Out Loud and Discussion
Write the equation
=
, on the board, and ask three students to
read through the first dialogue. If helpful, have a different set of students
re-read the dialogue. (Often these dialogues present new information or a
different way of thinking, and it may help students to hear the information
more than once.)
Pose PROBLEM 1 for discussion. Elicit responses from several students
prompting them to explain their answer.

Discuss & Write What You Think

Algebraic
Habits of
Mind

Seeking and
Using Structure
Often in algebra,
one wants to
treat a whole expression as a single
object. Teachers can cover up parts
of an expression with a hand and ask
students to think of what’s “under the
hand” as a single thing. Mobile puzzles
help to prepare students for this type of
thinking by encouraging them to match
up elements of the mobiles and to
choose solution strategies according to
the structure.

T12

1

If

= 2, would the statement “

=

” be true? Why or why not?

Students may feel satisfied with the explanation, “because the bucket is 3.”
Remind them of the problems from Lesson 2 that had multiple solutions, and
have them explain how they checked their answers or used intermediate steps
(like
=
) to justify their reasoning. Encourage each student to write
their own explanation in their copy of the Student Worktext.
Have students read through the second dialogue together (perhaps twice),
and invite the class to discuss the similarities and differences between the
two solution methods. Draw attention to the structure of the mobile, the
correspondence between the mobile and the equation, and the reasoning
behind the solution methods presented.

Transition to Algebra Unit 1: Language of Algebra • TEACHING GUIDE

For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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Student Problem Solving and Discussion
Some mobile puzzles can be solved using
multiple approaches. Students may choose
to start with the shapes with known values

As students explore these
introductory mobile puzzles, you
may find it helpful to highlight
the similarity to a seesaw or
pan balance, with which some
students may be more familiar.

2

and deduce the values of other shapes. Or,
they may opt to work from the top down,
halving the total weight of the mobile (or
beam) to determine the weight of each string
below. Whatever the method, be sure students
use sound logic and, as much as possible,
communicate their reasoning to others.
The handwriting script in PROBLEMS 6–8
is there to help students develop effective
mobile-solving strategies. Students don’t
necessarily need to do this themselves, but
if they have trouble tracking their progress,

=1

6

?

= ______

4

8

?
4

11

some students to read from their desks at first,
=1

= ______

between the beams on the
mobile in problem 11 and how

“What if” scenarios
address common pitfalls and
student misunderstandings,
as well as offer ideas for
dealing with challenges and
for promoting successful
classroom discussion.

though a standing performance is generally more
engaging for others. Make the dialogues about
more than just reading: encourage students to
exaggerate and deliver their lines with dramatic
flair. You might call them the “movie stars.” Also
remind students that it’s natural to be nervous

44

a few minutes at the end of
class to discuss some of the
more difficult mobiles such
as PROBLEMS 8–11. Consider
drawing attention to the star

the class? Allow students time to practice their
lines before performing. You may also permit

encourage them to use this notation to
keep track of what they know. Model this
notation for students as you
solve mobiles as a class. Save

What if . . .

What if students don’t want to read in front of

These teacher tips suggest
how to structure the lesson
and explain the mathematical
content.

about public speaking and that you expect full
support from everyone in the class.

Discussion prompts
help facilitate student
discussions and promote
productive mathematical
communication.

What if students don’t understand the dialogue?
Ask students to describe the ideas from the
dialogue in their own language or even to write
their own dialogue about the problem. Ask them
= ______

= 12

= ______

its weight affects the puzzle.

to think of questions they would ask Michael,
Lena, or Jay at specific points in the dialogue
and discuss how the characters might answer.
Students new to the English language may feel

As students consider a mobile, use these questions as appropriate to facilitate
their solving process:
» What does the entire mobile weigh?
» What does each side of the mobile weigh?

overwhelmed by too much verbal instruction
and may be anxious about their level of
understanding. ELLs tend to communicate better
with their peers than with teachers, so allowing
them to work in pairs or groups is a lower-stress

» What weights do you already know?

arrangement. The mobiles, like many of the

» Can you find any other weights using this information?

TTA materials, have a strong visual component,
which can help ELL students. Many of the hands-

Related Activity: Making Mobiles

on activities can also be beneficial to them.

In the last few minutes of each remaining class session in this unit, allow
students to explore the process of creating a mobile puzzle and to share and
solve their mobile puzzles using the related activity on page 25 of the Student
Worktext. In this lesson, the activity may be done either before or after the
Snapshot Check-in.

“ The kids were really
engaged. Transition to
Algebra eliminated the
students’ fear of algebra.
It was gone.”
—Rose Schmitt,
Math Interventionist,
Pittsburg, PA

Lesson 3: Balancing Mobile Puzzles

T13

Professional Support:
Inside the
Teaching Guides

Based on the belief that students need opportunities for longer problems, ones
in which they must experiment before a solution path becomes apparent,
explorations build on students’ learning and require even more stamina to think
about and investigate. Explorations provide students with a hands-on mathematical
experience; they engage with algebraic concepts the way mathematicians do, by
searching for a sensible way to understand an interesting pattern.
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Explorations
Exploration at a Glance
Exploration at a glance
offers a brief overview of the
exploration, including a list
of the materials needed and
pacing suggestions.

Preparation
• Each group will need six blocks: two of a
darker color (preferably blue) and four of
a lighter color (preferably white). You might
use LEGO® blocks, stacking cubes, or even
just squares of paper. Students may want
extra blocks for the Further Exploration.
• (optional) Prepare to display a copy of
page 23 in the Student Worktext.
Mental Mathematics (5 min)

The context-setting
purpose statement
explains the exploration’s
key mathematical ideas.

Launch sets the tone for the
class through a teacher-led
demonstration or student
collaboration that clarifies the
task and introduces students
to the mathematics and
reasoning they will encounter
in the exploration.

Discussions are crucial to
fostering a problem-solving
culture in the classroom.
Since traditional mathematics
instruction doesn’t typically
focus on discussion, each
teaching guide offers plenty
of discussion prompts and
suggestions for handling
student responses.

Launch: Introduce the Activity (10 min)
• Pose the question “How many towers can we
make with five white blocks and one blue
block?”
• Discuss the question “How do we know if we
have found all the different towers?”
Student Exploration and Discussion (30 min)
• Provide time for students to explore on their
own.
• Then begin a discussion on strategic
organization of possible solutions using the
questions provided in the Teaching Guide.

If possible, try not to share the
answer (15 ways) at all. Students
who think they are “wrong” are far
less likely to want to offer their
potentially valuable insights about
the strategic organization, which
is the goal of this Exploration.
Also, students who are “correct”
may feel no need to explain an
answer they’ve already been told
is right. Finding the “right” answer
is not the goal here. Instead, the
focus should be on organizing the
combinations logically and finding
any missing combinations.

For the class discussion, display
a copy of page 23 in the Student
Worktext so that students can
more easily draw pictures on
the board as they present their
findings to the class.

T20


EXPLORATION

Color Towers
PURPOSE
Students explore a combinatorics problem with a focus on being
systematic in their approach and communicating their process of counting
by organizing the possibilities.

Mental Mathematics Begin each day with the next Mental Mathematics
activity in the sequence (pages T32–T40). Even on Exploration days, continue to
work through the trajectory of activities on doubling and halving.

Launch: Introduce the Activity
Hold up six blocks: five white blocks and one blue block (or whatever two
colors you have). Ask, “How many different six-story towers can we make out
of these blocks?”
Students may see the solution fairly quickly and may be able to explain that
there are six different towers because there are six possible positions for the
one blue block. If students don’t offer this solution, ask, “How do we know if
we have found all the different towers?” Listen to several responses, but refrain
from evaluating them yet. Allow students to draw their own conclusions, and
for now, just let them voice their ideas. Encourage attempts at communication
and try to have the students themselves debate the ideas. Tell students that
this kind of idea-generating conversation is a model for how you would like
students to be communicating with each other during the Exploration.
In the Student Worktext, discuss the example with four blocks (two blue and
two white) at the top of the page. This demonstrates that students can color in
the spaces to show the different towers.

Student Exploration and Discussion

You have six blocks. Two are
Give each group six blocks (two blue and four
blue and four are white. How
many different ways can you
white) and have students start the Exploration.
arrange the six blocks?
Invite students to share how they organized
their towers to find the total number of possible
Organize your solutions and describe
how your organization method helps
towers. Request explanations from multiple
to show that you have found all
possible solutions.
students, even if they share very similar findings.
As students hear and produce more mathematical
language, acknowledge ways that students are refining their language or
responding to and building on the observations of others.

Transition to Algebra Unit 1: Language of Algebra • TEACHING GUIDE

For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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?

Two Possible Organization Methods
The answer is not the goal of this Exploration. It is possible to have a
productive, mathematically rich class without students finding the total

What if . . .

What if students give up quickly? The students
may be feeling insecure, as if they should already

number of towers. Two possible methods are provided here as a sample of the
organizational approaches you might see in your classroom.

know some rule for solving this problem but are,

For purposes of clarity and communication, the positions in the
possible organizational approaches shown below are numbered as
shown to the right. However, if your students think of this problem

understand that they are now learning how to

as numbering the floors of a tower or hotel, they might use “1” for
the bottom block. If possible, wait for a student to propose the idea
of numbering the positions, or at least wait until you see students
struggling to describe their work before suggesting a numbering
system so that students appreciate the benefit (rather than have it

1
2

once again, “just no good at math.” Help them
figure out what to do in problems that nobody
has been taught how to solve. The first step is

3

exploration. Eventually a systematic method

4

is useful, but that comes only after exploring,

5
6

“What if” scenarios also
suggest ways of thinking
about and addressing
classroom situations and
teaching issues that may
occur.

observing patterns, and figuring out how to use
those patterns to develop a process. This may
surprise some students, especially those who
see math as a series of memorized steps and

seem part of an arbitrary system).

procedures and not as an area where they might
be creative and make their own discoveries.

Possible Approach #1:
Fix one dark block in the first space and then cycle the second dark block through
all possible positions. Then move the fixed block to the second space and cycle the
second block through all possible positions below it. Repeat this process, lowering
the fixed block by one each time, until there are no lower spaces to which to move
the fixed block while still leaving space for the second block below.

What if some students don’t know how to
organize their towers? Most won’t, at first. This
takes time to discover. Here are some possible
ways to help the process move forward a
step. If students have found a few towers, ask
them to group the towers according to similar
characteristics. What do some towers have in
common? Within each group of similar towers, is
there a way to put the towers in a logical order?
Can you describe that order? Can you use
that description to see where towers might be
missing or apply that description to a different

Position 1: 5 ways

Position 2: 4 ways

Position 3: 3 ways

Position 4: 2 ways

Position 5: 1 way

group of similar towers? How can you know if
you’ve found every possible group or found every

5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 15 total possible arrangements

possible tower within a particular group?

Possible Approach #2:
Place the two dark blocks in the first two spaces and cycle them through the spaces
below as a group of two. Then place them in the first and third spaces, so they are
spaced one apart, and cycle them through the spaces below while maintaining their
relative position. Repeat this process, increasing the space between them by one each
time, until they cannot be placed farther apart.

What if students get all the possible towers
and provide an explanation right away?
Be suitably impressed! This is not common!
Encourage them to try the Further Exploration
problems. You might also ask them to figure out a
general rule for the number of possibilities for any
size tower or to figure out what happens when you
have three blue blocks in each situation, or if you
allow three different colors in the tower.
The one thing not to do is have these
students give away their insights before other
students have had a chance to explore. Listen

Placed together: 5 ways

Spaced 1 apart: 4 ways

2 apart: 3 ways

3 apart: 2 ways

5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 15 total possible arrangements

4 apart: 1 way

for the creative ways in which students help their
classmates and note interesting observations to
highlight during the whole-class discussion.

Exploration: Color Towers

T21

Detailed discussions of the
mathematics and potential
student responses are
presented to support these
more open-ended problems.

Each student worktext includes a game or activity that can be used at
any time during the unit. These can be used flexibly, perhaps at the end
of class, or to fill 5–10 minutes of extra time. These activities are fun,
engaging, and support the learning in the unit.

Professional Support:
Inside the
Teaching Guides
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Activities
The optional games or
activities provided in
the back of the student
worktext offer additional
opportunities to explore
the unit’s learning goals
from another perspective
or style of learning.

Activity: Making Mobiles
1

Make a small mobile with two shapes and one beam.
a

You’re making the puzzle, so work backward.
Start by making up the answers first:

b

Now make up a balanced mobile, and write in
the total weight at the top:
Drawing
a star:
2
5
4

___

= ________

1

= ________

c

These notes offer hints,
reminders, or suggestions
that may be useful to the
student in participating
in the activity.

3

Try to solve your mobile. Was it solvable?
many solutions;
Some puzzles have no solutions (no set of numbers will work); some have
but puzzles are especially satisfying when they have only one solution.
with many solutions.
If you can’t solve your mobile, it might be a mobile with no solution or

d

If your mobile doesn’t have exactly one solution, change it or make a new one.
Then cover your answer and give your mobile to someone else to solve here:

= ________
= ________

2

“Students explore more
than they are usually
encouraged to. Having kids
move through an activity
and be allowed to fail was
unique and aﬃrming. It
was diﬀerent from how
you’d teach a traditional
program. Having the
students learn and take
ownership of their learning
was important.”
—Kelley Donoghue, 9th Grade
Math Teacher, Lowell, MA

Make another mobile, check that it has exactly one solution, cover your answers, and have someone else solve it.
a

Make up the answers:

b

Build and test your mobile:

c

___

= ________

= ________

= ________

3

= ________

Make a mobile with three shapes and two beams, check that it has one solution, cover your answers, and share it.
a

Pick your own three shapes:
= ________

4

Give it to someone else to solve:

b

Build and test your mobile:
___

c

Give it to someone else to solve:
= ________

= ________

= ________

= ________

= ________

Build more mobiles on a separate sheet of paper. Can you make a very tricky puzzle that has exactly one solution?

Activity: Making Mobiles

TTA_U1_SB_DS_r6.indd 25
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For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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Activity at a Glance

Activity:

Timing: This activity is intended to be done in short
5- to 10-minute sessions throughout Unit 1 using
problems 1–3 once each and problem 4 (create
your own mobile on a separate page) several times.

Making Mobiles
PURPOSE
The logic of solving mobile puzzles mirrors the logic of solving
equations. By flipping the activity so students create mobiles and not

Preparation: Toward the end of the page,
students will need extra paper to make their
own mobiles. You may also wish to provide
markers or colored pencils so that students
can make their mobiles colorful. Small stickers
can also be a fun way to create the shapes.

The game or activity guide
offers the same step-bystep teaching overview
provided at the lesson
level and in explorations.
Activity at a glance
provides pacing suggestions
and preparation tips.

just solve them, students get a better sense of what it means for a
mobile to be balanced and how changing one side of a mobile affects
the balance while gaining deeper understanding of the logic of solving.

You may consider using coat
hangers, string, and various items
to make physical mobiles. This
can be a fun activity, but it can be
difficult to get physical mobiles to
actually balance. A pan balance
from chemistry lab can illustrate
the same logic more easily.

Activity Suggestions
In this activity, students build their own mobiles and assess them for
solvability. For some students, getting the weights to balance may be enough
of a challenge and may help them to understand more deeply the concept of
keeping equations balanced in algebra. Others will be able to take the activity
further and explore the task of building solvable mobiles. Even mobiles that
balance properly may not be solvable. Encourage students to create mobiles
that are easy enough that they believe their peers can solve but hard enough
to be fun.
1

You’re making the puzzle, so work backward.
Start by making up the answers first:
= ________

b

Now make up a balanced mobile, and
write in the total weight at the top:
___

= ________
c

What if . . .

What if students make mobiles that cannot
be solved? Puzzle makers may be surprised

Make a small mobile with two shapes and one beam.
a

?

Try to solve your mobile. Was it solvable?

if someone else tries their puzzle and finds a
correct solution that is different from the one
they had in mind. Such is the case with puzzles
that have multiple solutions. Encourage students
to offer the puzzler more information (such as
the total weight of the structure or the value of
one or two of the shapes) in order to narrow
down the answer choices. Many of the puzzles in

Guide students in a discussion about the process of creating mobiles using the
questions below:
» Did you find that some numbers were easier (or harder) to work with
in mobiles? What made them easier or harder? For example, a student
who chooses the values 3 and 6 might find it easier to construct a
mobile than a student who chooses 5 and 6, though not necessarily.
Ask students to share their examples and say what combinations of
weights they found to be easier or harder, and what made them easy or
hard. This is an opportunity for students to focus on the relationships
between the numbers rather than to consider which numbers are
“better” or “worse” for creating mobiles.

the Student Worktext provide this kind of extra
information, and with enough extra information,

The purpose statement
explains the instructional
rationale.

“Transition to Algebra
builds confidence and
moves reluctant students
into math and gets them
doing it! This program
really bridges the
confidence gap.”
—Cynthia L. Rossini, STEM &
Math Teacher, Milton, MA

the mobile will be solvable. Let students know,
however, that even mobiles that don’t have
unique solutions are interesting and are not
wrong. Figuring out whether a mobile has only
one solution builds important algebraic and
logical reasoning.
Alternatively, students may create puzzles
with no solutions. In this case, suggest that the
student look back at the values they selected for
the shapes and check that every beam in the
mobile is balanced.

Activity: Making Mobiles
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Activity suggestions
offer teaching tips for
differentiating instruction and
prompts to facilitate student
discussions.

Snapshot check-ins are short, mid-unit assessments. Primarily
a formative assessment tool, snapshot check-ins ask, “What
have you learned so far in this unit?” and “What questions do
you still have?” Answers to these questions give the teacher
a brief but comprehensive picture of where the students are,
which activities may be worth reviewing, and how to proceed.

Professional Support:
Inside the
Teaching Guides
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Formative
Assessment
Snapshot check-ins offer
teachers and students an
opportunity to gauge what
students know, discuss
any difficulties as a class or
individually, and learn from
those discussions before
moving on.

CHECK

IN

Student
Reflections &
Snapshot Check-in

Sometime during Lesson 3 or 4, taking care not to disrupt a successful
student problem solving session, ask students to reflect on their
learning:
What are some things you’ve learned so far in this unit?
What questions do you still have?
Assess student understanding of the ideas presented so far in the unit
with the Snapshot Check-in on page T26. Use student performance
on this assessment to guide students to select targeted Additional
Practice problems from this or prior lessons as necessary.

So far in Unit 1, students have:
• Solved shape equations.
• Reasoned with partial information about Think of a Number tricks.
• Worked backward from Think of a Number trick results to determine
the starting number.
• Learned to solve mobile puzzles using logic to maintain balance.

Students have also focused on the
following Algebraic Habits of Mind:
• Puzzling and Persevering—Students have solved mobile puzzles
without an algorithm for solving and seen that, in some cases, there
can be more than one pathway to the solution.
• Seeking and Using Structure—Students have attended to the
structure of mobiles as they solved them, noting relationships
between shapes and considering how mobiles can be translated into
equations.
• Communicating with Precision—Students have practiced
communication through class discussions, Discuss & Write What
You Think questions, and Thinking Out Loud dialogues that model
effective mathematical communication.

Through reflection activities
and student discussions,
the snapshot check-ins offer
timely feedback on what
students have learned.
T14
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Snapshot Check-in
1

Name: Answer Key

Instructions

Pictures

Jing

Mali

Jacob

9

0

11

Add 3.

12

3

14

Mult iply b y 2.

24

6

28

Add 4.

28

10

32

Divide b y 2.

14

5

16

Subtract your original number.

5

5

5

Think of a number.

2

If Asher got 9 when the picture was

3

If Ben got 32 when the picture was

4

If

+ 6 = 18, then

5

If

+

+

, what was his original number (

6

)?

, what was his original number (

6

12
= ________.

= 27, then

)?

8

In addition to assessment
answer keys provided
in the teaching guides,
comprehensive answer key
booklets are provided with
all of the solutions for each
student worktext.

24

9
= ________.
4
= ______

7

Snapshot check-ins and
their corresponding answer
keys are provided in their
respective teaching guides.

Fill in the empty cells in this table.

2
= ______

Figure out what the trickster said and what they were picturing, and find the missing results and starting numbers.

Un it

1

Think of a number.

4

7

12

8

11

0

3

1

Language
of Algebra

Multiply by 3.

12

21

36

24

33

0

9

3

Answer Key

Snapshot Check-in

T27
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Unit assessments evaluate students’ success with the
unit’s learning goals in a summative fashion and provide
information about student mastery. The assessments are
generally two pages in length, and cover content from the
Important Stuff sections of the student worktext.

Professional Support:
Inside the
Teaching Guides
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Summative
Assessment

SSESSMENT

fore the Unit Assessment, ask students to reflect on the following:
What are some things you learned in this unit?

What questions do you still have?
flections can be done orally, on paper, or some combination of both.

it Assessments are designed to provide you and your students with
mmative feedback about their learning in this unit. Before giving this
sessment, consider spending a class period working through the
it Additional Practice problems.

Because this is a summative,

e the Snapshot Check-in,
students assessment,
have:
end-of-unit

Created expressions to describe results in Think of a Number tricks.
consider first using the unit’s
Used expressions together with numeric results from Think of a Number
additional
practice
to review
ricks to solve for the corresponding
starting
numbers.
the
essential
nterpreted expressions that
describe
Think learning.
of a Number tricks to
determine the verbal steps of the trick.
Translated mobiles and shape equations into algebraic expressions.
Represented algebraic expressions with pictures.

SSESSMENT

Student
Reflections &
Unit Assessment

Further Exploration
Students
happens ifask
youstudents
start building
taller on
towers.
How many
Beforeconsider
the Unitwhat
Assessment,
to reflect
the following:
ways can you arrange
twosome
blocks
of one
color
in a tower
of unit?
seven blocks or eight
What are
things
you
learned
in this
blocks? This extension
givesquestions
students the
to make
What
dochance
you still
have?a conjecture about how
their
work withcan
a tower
six blocks
to think aboutofhow
to
Reflections
be done
orally,tall
onmight
paper,generalize,
or some combination
both.
apply that generalization to even taller towers, and to express it for a tower that is
Unit Assessments are designed to provide you and your students with
n blocks tall.
summative feedback about their learning in this unit. Before giving this
PROBLEM 3 of the Further Exploration asks students to imagine having
assessment, consider spending a class period working through the
2 blue blocks and 98 white blocks. Since it would be impractical to work with
Unit Additional Practice problems.
physical blocks, students must find a way to describe an organizational pattern
in general terms without actually building a tower or drawing the blocks. This
Furtherthe
Exploration
canCheck-in,
be good notstudents
only for those
students who flew through
Since
Snapshot
have:
the•initial
exploration
but also
for thoseresults
who need
more of
support
organizing
Created
expressions
to describe
in Think
a Number
tricks.
responses
communicating
theirwith
process.
• Usedor
expressions
together
numeric results from Think of a Number

Stud
Refl
Unit

tricks to solve for the corresponding starting numbers.
• Interpreted expressions that describe Think of a Number tricks to
determine the verbal steps of the trick.
• Translated mobiles and shape equations into algebraic expressions.
• Represented algebraic expressions with pictures.

Throughout Unit 1, students have focused on the
following Algebraic Habits of Mind:

ughout Unit 1, students have focused on the
wing Algebraic Habits of Mind:

Puzzling and Persevering—Students have solved mobile puzzles
without an algorithm for solving and have seen that, in some cases,
here can be more than one pathway to the solution. They have also
puzzled through several Think of a Number Trick tables moving across

“With Transition to
Algebra my students
ows and columns to fill in missing information.
were able to have a deeper
Seeking and Using Structure—Students have attended to the structure
understanding
of relationships
algebraicbetween shapes
of mobiles as
they solved them, noting
and considering how mobiles can be translated to equations.
concepts
and
were
able
Describing Repeated Reasoning—After exploring Think of a Number
ricks with numbers,
students
havedirectly
begun to describe
to apply
them
to the tricks more
generally using algebra.
Algebra 1. They developed
Communicating with Precision—Students have practiced
communication
through class
a signifi
cantdiscussions,
level ofDiscuss & Write What You
Think questions, and reading aloud dialogues that model effective
confi
dence, raising hands,
mathematical
communication.
participating in their
Algebra 1 class.”

• Puzzling and Persevering—Students have solved mobile puzzles
without an algorithm for solving and have seen that, in some cases,
there can be more than one pathway to the solution. They have also

Redesign this page for the brochure so it is a left-hand page
like the Snapshot Check-in

puzzled through several Think of a Number Trick tables moving across
rows and columns to fill in missing information.
• Seeking and Using Structure—Students have attended to the structure
of mobiles as they solved them, noting relationships between shapes
and considering how mobiles can be translated to equations.
• Describing Repeated Reasoning—After exploring Think of a Number
tricks with numbers, students have begun to describe the tricks more
generally using algebra.
• Communicating with Precision—Students have practiced
communication through class discussions, Discuss & Write What You
Think questions, and reading aloud dialogues that model effective
mathematical communication.

—Kelley Donoghue, 9th Grade
Math Teacher, Lowell, MA
T22
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Student Relections
& Unit
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Unit Assessment

(continued)

Unit 10
Assessment
1

3

4

0

1

10Name: 26

n

6
8
0
54
Parts of this trick are missing. You have enough clues 2
to figure them out. Fill in all the missing cells in the table.
7
Instructions

9

1

Pictures

5
2n + 1
Abbreviation

Eva

b

Think of a number.
11

Unit assessments and
their corresponding answer
keys are provided in their
respective teaching guides.

Finish writing the steps of the Think-of a-Number trick shown above using words.

Think
Multiply
by 2. of a number.
14

2b + 2
b+1

1

Subtract your original number.
12

2

Represent this equation using pictures.

2b + 4 = b + 8
If Carla got 20 when the picture was

13

Translate this equation into algebra. Let

–6=
)?
, what was her original number (

= p.

+7

“I am very excited about
the kids’ ability to write
and talk about the math,
which specifically will
drive the kids’ test score
improvement when they
hit the PARCC test.”

3p – ______ = ______________
3

14

4

= ________.

= 27, then

If

Asher is thinking of a number. If he multiplies his number by 5, the answer is 35.
What was his original number?

If 2

= 18, then

= ________.
9

5

If 15 +

6

If

+

– 3 = 7, then

+1=

__

—Gail DeBusk, Math Teacher,
Kingston Springs, TN

= ________.
24

+ 4, then

= ________.
= 10

+=5______
=
+

Find the total weight.

= ______

= ______
= ______
+ 1,
then
= ________.

7

If

8

If b + 8 = 18, then b = ________.
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Overview: Transition to Algebra

The Series Overview explains the guiding principles behind Transition to Algebra’s habits-of-mind approach and strategies for
cultivating a collaborative, problem-solving classroom culture. It also includes a detailed description of the series’ components
and instructional design as well as insider tips gleaned from four years of classroom development.
For additional professional development options visit www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com

Transition to Algebra is
designed to build students’
algebraic habits of mind, key
mathematical ways of thinking
aligned with the Standards
for Mathematical Practice.

Implementation Options
As you plan for using Transition to Algebra in your district or school, you may want to think about
the contexts in which you will be using the materials, your students’ needs for algebra support, and
professional development and supports for teacher implementation. In this section, we provide
information to assist you in that planning including different options for using the materials.
Transition to Algebra is a full-year course that was designed specifically to respond to a need
for an alternative approach to supporting ninth-grade Algebra 1 students who are underprepared
for algebra. The course was designed and tested in settings where teachers used the course alongside a standard Algebra 1 course. While we developed the materials, schools and districts also
expressed interest and experienced success in using the materials in other settings including:
• in middle school for pre-algebra and algebra support,

• in summer schools to better prepare students for algebra or to provide support for students
who struggled in Algebra 1,
• as supplementary materials to help build students’ conceptual understanding of key algebraic
A Habits of Mind Approach
ideas in middle school and high school mathematics.
Rather than building isolated skills, reviewing particular topics or teaching a collection of specialThere has also been interest in the use of the Transition to Algebra materials to support prepurpose techniques, Transition to Algebra is organized around, and designed to develop, useful,
service
education.
analytic, quantitative, logical ways of looking at the world and thinking about things. When
mathTeachers
wishing to use TTA in a context other than a full-year algebra support course
ematical ways of thinking begin to become automatic—not just ways one can use, but ways one
is
should be aware of a few principles that informed the design of the materials. TTA was tightly
likely to use—it is reasonable to call them habits: mathematical habits of mind.
designed
Transition to Algebra focuses on the algebraic habits of mind that are components of
five of with a mathematical storyline centered on algebraic habits of mind that develop over the
course
of the year. Algebraic habits of mind, like other habits, require time to develop so while
the Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMP) listed in the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS).
any single
activity or unit may support the development of specific mathematical ideas, it is over
To make the connection with the SMP apparent, while indicating that our focus is on a subset
of each
time
and with repeated experiences that students will develop key algebraic ways of thinking. The
of the related five CCSS Standards for Mathematical Practice, the titles we have chosen are
similar
authors
also designed the materials so that past ideas are revisited and integrated with new ideas.
to, but not identical with, the SMP titles: puzzling and persevering, seeking and using structure,
using
Tools and puzzle types are introduced and are then used throughout the rest of the year, generally
tools strategically, describing repeated reasoning, and communicating with precision.
Puzzling and Persevering: Students often see mathematics as a collection of rules toincreasing
know in difficulty and introducing new elements through the units.
Here we provide some different options for flexible use of the materials. We try to highlight
and follow. Genuine problems—in school and out—are not so cut and dried. Because life throws
key
dependencies across the year, indicating when particular units would benefit from student
us non-standard problems, standardized tests, too, give problems that require students to
think
experience
beyond the rules. Even ordinary word problems require students to figure out where to start
and with earlier units in the year. The recommendations below are provided to help teachers
in identifying
units that might meet their students’ needs depending on their purpose, but are not
what to do next. There is no “formula” for how to do that—one reason students find word
probimply that Transition to Algebra units are self-contained or completely interchangeable
lems difficult. Puzzles place that particular skill—figuring out where to start—front andmeant
center.toThe
with
other materials.
puzzles (and other problems) in Transition to Algebra have been designed strategically to
support

mathematical ways of thinking essential in algebra.
Here
are some options to consider:
Seeking and Using Structure: Students in beginning algebra are often taught to solve
equaFull-year
tions like 2(x + 3) + 4 = 24 by going through a particular set of steps written in a particular
way. algebra support course. Taught concurrent with Algebra 1, use of all 12 TTA units over
On successive lines, they write the original equation, -4 below each side, a new equation,the
÷2course
below of the year, for planning and pacing, aim for completing six units each semester or three
each quarter for a four-quarter course.
each side, a new equation, and so on. That method works for all first-year algebra cases units
and helps
students “see the steps.” But it doesn’t encourage students to “see beyond the trees” and perceive
Half-year
the overall structure. Both are necessary. Transition to Algebra helps students see the structure
thatalgebra support course. If your course is one semester, selection of units should depend
on the purpose of the course and students’ needs. Here are three recommendations that vary
reveals the logic of algebra, and that often also makes calculation much easier.
Consider the example to the right Proceeding in the conventional way described abovedepending
is much, on the purpose of the course:
much harder than seeing the equation as saying “11 minus ‘something’ is 6” and concluding that• For
the extra support on pre-algebra topics: Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8
50
• For students concurrently taking algebra: Units 1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10
“something” (the ———
3
x – 2 ) equals 5. We can read that as “fifty divided by something” is 5. So, that new
3x

Series Overview
Mark

“something” (the 3x Jun
– 2)e must den
be ber
10.gThat leaves 3x – 2 = 10 , which is easier to solve. Though the
E. Paul Gol
ry Fries from the more common classroom method, the thinking is: in each case,
steps are not logicallyMa
different
g
Jane M. Kan
50
r
Cordne object, like ——— , and treating it as if it were a single variable: they
students are looking atTraacy
complex
33x
x–2
50
= 6 , but they think 11 – w = 6 .
see 11 – ———
3
x–2
3x
Using Tools Strategically: Good use of tools requires a certain amount of reasoning about
and picturing results before they are fully derived. In arithmetic and algebra, that means reasoning
about calculations and operations and predicting how part or all of a calculation would go without
necessarily carrying it out. For example, if students picture how -18 – 53 would look on the number
line, and if they understand the calculation as asking for the total distance and sign, they can
perform that calculation without needing a case-structured set of “rules”: change the number you
are subtracting to its opposite, then if the two numbers have the same sign…but if…. Using only
reasoning about distance and sign, students can say whether the result is positive or negative and
whether the “18” and “53” should be added or subtracted. Even just a mental image of the number

Research-based
National Science
Foundation-funded

Learning
transforms
lives.

Introducing Transition to Algebra

50
11 – ——— = 6
3x – 2

Introducing Transition to Algebra

45

Transition to Algebra is a
nimble curriculum resource
that can be tailored
to address a range of
instructional needs.
7

Digital Resources for
Teaching and Learning
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A wealth of unit-specific digital resources support your teaching throughout the year. This rich assortment of teaching tools
includes game and activity materials, projection pages, and assessments. Oﬀering daily support, these resources will help you
establish a structured learning environment that fosters independence and self-direction.

Reproducible materials
are provided in an easy-toaccess PDF format.
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The teaching resources at
the end of each teaching
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electronic format that is easy
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Inside the Student Worktexts
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Student worktexts contain 5–8 lessons, 1–2 explorations, and an optional activity. Each worktext oﬀers students ample opportunities to engage in mathematical problem solving with support for making sense of essential mathematical ideas. Repeating features
establish a predictable structure that fosters independent learning and self-direction.

U n it

1

Language
of Algebra

Dear Student,
Algebra is two things: a convenient language
for expressing patterns and relationships you

80

40

know and a logical system for figuring out
things you don’t yet know.
sed
Research-ba e
National Scienc d
funde
Foundation-

Learningms
transfor
lives.

20

This book is not about “rules” and “facts”
but shows you how you can make sense of
algebra without rules that seem random.
Mathematics is always perfectly logical.
This book is designed so that you see how

5

So,

4

= 40

So,

= 8

it all makes sense.
In an opening letter to
students, the authors
the students
help focus the learning by
introducing the unit’s big
ideas and unifying concepts
in an age-appropriate manner.

40
20

So,

= 20

= 5

= ____

In Unit 1, you’ll learn to describe mathematical relationships and patterns using pictures, words,
and algebraic language. You’ll use your own common sense and logic to work out the solutions.
Puzzles will be an important part of your work in this course because they don’t tell you where
to start. Like life, they require you to explore, be clever, and stick with it. The goal is for you to
learn to use the logical thinking you already have to solve the new kinds of problems you are
learning about in algebra. Enjoy!

—The Authors

Let the puzzling begin!
Students are introduced
to the types of puzzles
they will be working on.

Students are encouraged to
trust themselves and their
own logical reasoning to
find answers.

TTA_U1_SB_DS_r6.indd 2
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For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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Thinking out loud
dialogues model
mathematical discussions,
addresses common
confusions and
misunderstandings, and
encourages academic and
mathematical language.

Lesson 3: Balancing Mobile Puzzles
IMPORTANT STUFF

Thinking Out Loud
Michael, Lena, and Jay are working on this problem.
If
Lena:

=

, then what number(s) can the

represent?

I never thought about it before, but that statement uses an equals sign even though the
two sides don’t look the same!

Jay:

These dialogues feature
three distinctive mathematical
personalities. Michael often
seeks clarity and validation
of his understanding. Lena
is generally confident and
follows the methods learned
in school. Jay tends to
see problems in creative
ways and shares alternative
ideas for working through
problems.

They aren’t the same, but they do have the same value. That’s what it means to be equal.

Michael: So the question is, when do they have the same value? When will it be true?
Lena:

We need to figure out what has to be in a bucket for the two sides to be the same. Since each bucket
holds the same amount, I can remove the matching buckets because that won’t affect the balance.
(Lena crosses out two buckets:

Jay:

That leaves us with

Michael: So

=

=

and Jay writes the new equation

and we remove the matching ones. (Lena draws

= 3. That makes sense! If

= 3, then

= 7 and

.)

=
=

.)

= 7. So they’re equal!

Discuss & Write What You Think
1

If

= 2, would the statement “

=

” be true? Why or why not?

Discuss & write what you
think boxes offer problems
and writing prompts that
encourage students to
synthesize their learning,
describe their thinking,
and develop the habit of
communicating mathematical
ideas with precision.

Thinking Out Loud
Jay:

I started in a completely different way. I knew that 1 bucket plus 4 is the same number as 2 buckets
plus 1. So, I pictured them balancing on a mobile. (Jay draws a mobile.)

Michael: Oh. Because they’re equal, the two sides have to balance!
Jay:

Yeah! We can imagine the buckets and ones hanging from the strings.
Just like before, the bucket holds my original number, but we can’t see
inside. Anyway, I saw that the top of each side is a bucket and the bottoms
both have ones, so the middles have to match up, too. (Jay draws arrows.)

Michael: I get it! To make it balance, that bucket on the right has to weigh the
same as the 3 ones on the left. That’s how the chunks of stuff match up!

Lesson 3: Balancing Mobile Puzzles
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Pages 24–29
provide a complete
lesson.
1/14/14
12:29 AM Try it with
your students.

Transition to Algebra classrooms are lively and active places.
They involve students working individually and in small groups
solving problems, sharing ideas, and honing their mathematical
thinking. Puzzles and problems help foster a mathematical
classroom culture, particularly for students making the transition
from arithmetic to algebra.

Inside the
Student Worktexts
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These algebraic habits
of mind boxes highlight
for students when particular
habits of mind are useful—
either when they are
demonstrated by a student in
a thinking-out-loud dialogue
or when students would
benefit from attending to one
of the habits of mind while
solving problems in the text.

Algebraic Habits of Mind: Seeking and Using Structure
Jay looks at the mobile and sees that a whole chunk of the left side (the first three marbles)
matches with one piece on the right side. Switching between looking at individual objects and

Every beam in these mobiles is balanced. The strings and the beams weigh nothing. Find the weight of each shape.
2

By regularly requiring
students to connect
pictures, verbal descriptions,
graphs and equations, TTA
directly supports SMP#2:
Reason abstractly and
quantitatively.

3

=1

= ______

6

=4

?

=1

10

=6

12

TTA_U1_SB_DS_r6.indd 12

Total weight of mobile

24

12

?

= ______

__

?

=1

= ______

8

“Student math phobia
seems to be overcome with
Transition to Algebra’s
puzzles as an entry point.
The sequence of content
and skills build up at a very
nice and thoughtful pace."

4

= ______

5

Important Stuff (the
green tinted box) contains
the lesson’s core ideas.
Subsequent lessons and
unit assessments rely on the
learning in this section.

—Kate Clapp, Math Teacher,
West Hartford, CT

}

groups of objects can make problems simpler to solve.

=2
8

4

4

18

7

= ______

9

=3

?

=6

18

?

= ______

Total weight of mobile

36

?

= ______

Find the total weight

= ______

= ______

= ______

= ______

11

=2

= ______

44

= ______

= 12

= ______

Unit 1: Language of Algebra
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For sample lessons and
additional information visit
www.TransitiontoAlgebra.com
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STUFF TO MAKE YOU THINK
12

If

=

If

=
=

?

,

does

15

=

= ______

?

This first mobile balances.

16

?

=

17

32

,

does
13

14

Stuff to make you think
problems extend the
learning in the lessons,
highlight surprising
connections and satisfying
patterns, and support
differentiated instruction.

= ______

= ______

This first mobile balances.

?

=

Can we say for sure that the other mobile balances?

Can we say for sure that the other mobile balances?

Why or why not?

Why or why not?

The numbers, equations,
graphs, and other modeling
tools used throughout
TTA directly support,
SMP#4: Model with
mathematics and, SMP#5:
Use appropriate tools
strategically.

Find the pattern in the table below. Draw the missing step and find the other numbers.
12

2.4

15

24

4.8

30

35

1
2

1.1

27

82

0

-2

TOUGH STUFF
If

19

If x = 3, does x + 8 = x + x + x + 2?

20

If b = 6, does b + 7 = b + b + 1?

21

If y + y + y + 1 = 13, what is y?

22

+

= 10 +

18

+

1+

=

1+

=

?

23

3+
+

= _____

=

= _____

= 11

24

36

Tough stuff problems go
farther with the material from
the other two sections, use
more challenging numbers,
or have less straightforward
solutions.

= _____
+

Lesson 3: Balancing Mobile Puzzles
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, what is

= _____

= ______

= ______

= ______

13
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Additional practice problems and puzzles are included
with each lesson for use at any time in the unit. These
materials are versatile and can be used to address
individual learning needs, assigned as homework, or
reviewed in preparation for the unit assessment.

Inside the
Student Worktexts
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Additional Practice

Additional practice helps
differentiate instruction.
Students who need more
support might work in small
groups on specific puzzles.
Students who need more
challenge might take on
that challenge by trying all
the tough stuff and all the
additional puzzles.

A

B

=6

D

= ______

F

There are also additional
practice problems at the
end of the unit that review
core concepts and help
students prepare for the unit
assessment.

=6

= ______

80

C

Total weight of mobile

= ______

=1

= ______

= 15

= ______

= ______

64

=8

= ______

I

= ______

72

Abbreviation

Ben

Pictures

120

Use these pages to prepare
for the unit exam.

al Practice
Unit 1 Addition
figure them out.
enough clues to
have
are missing. You
Parts of this trick
in the table.
Fill in all the cells

E

G

H

1

= ______

= ______

28

Create your own puzzle.

Instructions

b

er.

Think of a numb

Multiply by 2.

If

= 49, then

If

+ 9 = 17, then

3

6

9

= ________.

=1

36

7

= ______

= ______

= ______

= ______

= ______

= ________.
+ 15, then

14

= ________.
= ______

=3

Unit 1: Language of Algebra

= ______

.

b = ________
b + 12 = 32, then

If

5

+

+ 25 =

If

4

b + 3

3

er.

al numb
Subtract your origin

2

2b + 6

20

If

+

+

= 21, then

= ________.

of a number.
Mali is thinking
the answer is 42.
her number by 7,
If she multiplies
al number?
What was her origin

11

ion using pictures:

Represent this equat
5s + 7 = 3s + 9

If b – 6 = 5, then

8

10

12

b = ________.
ion using pictures.

Represent this equat
4b + 5 = 3b + 7

TTA_U1_SB_DS_r6.indd 14

ion into algebra.
Translate this equat
+6
–8=
+

Let

= ______________
2t – ______

= t.

1/14/14 12:29 AM

Explorations encourage the natural playfulness of students and help rebuild student
self-confidence in their mathematical ability. They regularly provide students with
a hands-on mathematical experience where they engage with algebraic concepts
the way mathematicians do, by searching for a sensible way to organize and
understand an interesting pattern. Explorations also emphasize the development of
mathematical language as students aim to describe the patterns that they find.

29

Each exploration starts with
a pattern or problem. Many of
these patterns are modeled
using manipulatives that
encourage thinking that is not
always as easily achieved by
drawing or writing.

Exploration: Color Towers
You have six blocks. Two are
blue and four are white. How
many different ways can you
arrange the six blocks?

Organize your solutions and describe
how your organization method helps
to show that you have found all
possible solutions.

For example, if you
have four blocks,
there are exactly
six different
towers you can
build with two blue
blocks and two
white blocks.

Fill in the last two towers.

This space is for experimenting. Keep track of solutions you find, and look for similarities or patterns that will help you
organize your solutions. You may not need all the towers. How can you be sure you’re done?

“With Transition to Algebra,
student engagement was
oﬀ the charts. Students
who hated math really
got engaged.…Even with
students who didn’t speak
English, the visual nature
of Transition to Algebra
allowed them to get the
algebraic concepts.”
—Maryann Finn, Math
Coordinator, Malden, MA

Algebraic Habits of Mind: Communicating with Precision
Describing your process out loud to a friend can help you make sense of your own work.
Exploration: Color Towers

TTA_U1_SB_DS_r6.indd 23
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These boxes call students’
attention to the algebraic
habits of mind they are
using in exploring the problem.
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